
SHARE YOUR STORY COLLEGE ESSAY

Common Application Essay, Option 1: Share Your Story . The college to which you are applying uses the Common
Application which means the school has.

Kind of like a status update. He loved her in an unhealthy way, and was both physically and verbally abusive.
My parents work, work, work to keep the shelves stocked and the customers coming. I thought I had to be the
most unique child of all time, which was a daunting task, but I tried. A year of lab practice taught me how
little I knew about ingredients, so my training continued with independent research on toxins. I think the point
is that if you have a background that has been challenging on some level, it most likely affected who you are,
and what you value and how you approach your life. My father has gradually transformed from a frigid man to
the loving father I always yearned for. Diversity and Technology Looking at the sheer size of the bush, I began
to shake with excitement. The goal for any Common App essay is to impart a lasting, authentic image and
sense of yourself on the reader. This summer, I applied and was selected for an electrical engineering
internship at Silicon Labs, a chip design company. With my nose nearly buried in the flowers, I bent down to
each rose, crocus, and dahlia, admiring their blossoming symmetry and patterns. My parents took the chance,
risking all of their savings. Every project was an exercise in imagination, design, planning, negotiation, and
iteration. Our forced relocation requires me to be more self-reliant and mature. As a non-Catholic in a Catholic
school, I knew I had to be cautious in expressing my opinion on the abortion debate. I think many applicants
tend to want to present only their best selves, and I appreciate how this student paints a nuanced picture of
their growth and development while acknowledging there is still a lot of room for growth. I believe these
Islamic texts have been misinterpreted throughout time, and my journey towards my own independence has
inspired me to help other women find liberation as well. However, when I saw that all of the armband-bearing
students were male, I could not stay silent. I went back to China that summer to bring robotics to my friends. I
pitched my idea to the school principal and department heads. Choose one or two narrative moments and tell
them in the moment. I walked away from this conference wanting to know more about professional
programming. A tip for expanding on these topics and achieving specificity is to select particular details of the
topic that you find intriguing and explain why.


